Battleship New Jersey Turned Around

ARMADA OF SHIPS RUSHED TO KOREA

Nixon Plans ‘Protection’ For Flights

A split between large and small airlines appeared to have developed Friday regarding the use of military transports. In the same meeting of the National Air Transport Association, the smaller carriers complained of the high cost of military planes and the difficulty in scheduling. The larger airlines said that they were willing to accept any available planes.

A split over the Integrated Defense System (IDS) program was also reported. Some airlines said they were willing to accept any available plans, while others said they were unwilling to accept any available plans.
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Blankenship Opinion Will Allow Legislature To Approve $750,000
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8-Year Warranty on the Color Picture Tube

service
station

Your household convenience outlets are really small electric service stations ... made with quality power sections, day or night, to help your family live better electrically. Electricity is always on the job ready to serve ... and no in OG&E.

To help your customers make the best use of electricity, one offers several services: Outage Service, Time Service, and the various sections and the various sections of your electrical service. Save at the OG&E and let us help you live better electrically.

OG&E

ELECTRIC SERVICE

Guaranteed Factory Service - Free Delivery

Lee's Electronics Center
2017 S.W. 25
2195 S.W. 25
1622 N. Meridian 1156 N. Kickapoo
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Davis

Electric and Plumbing Co.

Edmond
1906 Disaster Marked
Singing San Franciscans Rebuke Hippie Doomsayers

Radio Airs Full Opera

Military Prison Probe Launched

Top Three in Oratory Are Named

Deals on Apartments, Furniture

World News Briefs
Israel Plane Reported Down

Alliance Gaining Support

Young Leftist Elected

Papers Closed by Union Strike

Soviet Plans Visit to Taiwan

Tornadoes March Across Southeast

The Intimate Enemy—Part III
Man Must Want Intimacy

Sirhan To Face Penalty Trial

Lady Day" Dies With Last Word

Maj. Recto Is No More

A real value-savings at this low price!

a favorite with young homeowners!

quality paints are right—at ANY price!

PACEMAKER LATEX HOUSE PAINT

CRUFTSMAN LATEX HOUSE PAINT

Endurance ONE-COAT HOUSE PAINT
NATO Set For Challenges Ahead

There is much more at stake than the mere survival of the Western alliance itself. The problem is whether the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation can deal with the aftermath of the Cold War and its new world order.

The West must begin to concentrate on fighting a global international defense network, and persuaded that the smaller countries can make a critical contribution to this effort.

The door to front-line NATO armies around Europe has been opened to a world of 5000,000,000 people. The NATO is not just a military alliance, it is a political and ideological alliance of the West. By the end of 1992, the end of the cold war,
Zachary Spoils 89er Homecoming, 9-0

Black Hawks Maul Blazers

OU, Cowboys Sweep Big 8 Twinbills

Celts Win By One

Bosox Hammer Five Homers

Vote May End OU’s Congress
Grant Wins Mid-State Track Again

Grant, Norman Win In Tournament Play

Tulsa Wins Opener, 11-2

Cotner Sets Record

Lyric Staff Talk Today

FAA Head Tells City Chamber
SST Not 'Dead Horse'

OLMSTED'S
WINNERS THEATER
2900 S. MARYLAND
3-5944

A Wall Of Soft Foam

Three OU Artists Featured

Exciting 'Art Show Will Open Saturday

EXCITING "CARMEN" TO REPEAT TONIGHT

 prostituerade
PSYCHOCOLIC AIDS IN LOVE

"SEX IT UP!"
PSYCHOCOLIC AIDS IN LOVE

"CALL OF THE NIGHT"
PSYCHOCOLIC AIDS IN LOVE

"SLEEPLESS IN JULY"
PSYCHOCOLIC AIDS IN LOVE

"SNAKE BITED"
PSYCHOCOLIC AIDS IN LOVE
Closing Prices Listed On The New York Stock Exchange
The Inventory Reduction Sale is actually long for IRS — which is actually short for Internal Revenue Service — which is really the reason for the Inventory Reduction Sale. If all this seems too confusing, don’t worry. Just hop down to Evans and collect on some of the biggest bargains since the Indians sold Manhattan.

The actual reason for this sale is taxes! You see, we must pay taxes (and oh, do we pay taxes) on all the merchandise on our books. So we figure, why let Uncle Sam have all the fun. It really doesn’t cost any more to let you share in the fun. Don’t miss out. Hurry to Evans today for the biggest selection of quality brand-name home furnishings in the southwest, all at IRS (irresistible savings).

EARLY AMERICAN SOFAS
Reg. $199.00
$138

84 inches of Early American seating comfort. Reversible foam cushions, button tufted and covered in a durable heavy twill. Choose hickory, paprika, red or green.

IMPORTED SPANISH STOOL
Reg. $39.95
$11.00

Beautifully handcrafted in Mexico of choice hardwoods finished in deep cocoa brown, and upholstered with woven rush mat.

IMPORTED SPANISH STOOL
Reg. $49.99
$11.00

SPANISH OCCASIONAL CHAIRS
Reg. $39.95
2 for $138

EARLY AMERICAN TWEED SOFA
Reg. $149
$138

SAVE TODAY...9 AM TO 9 PM...AT EVANS

Choose the Spanish SOFA or PAIR of CHAIRS
Reg. $199.00
$138

• The Carved Spanish Sofa
• Or 2 Matching Occasional Chairs

Take your choice. The magnificent Spanish sofa — or two matching chairs. The dark hardwood frames dance with elegant carvings. The reversible seat and back cushions change with your mood — from the rich solids on one side to lively stripes on the other. Select from a deep flamenco red or crisp Mediterranean shades of blue and olive.

EVANS HOME FURNISHINGS
800 South Western • CE 2-2461 • OPEN WEEKDAYS 9 TO 9
• OPEN SUNDAYS 1 TO 7 • CONVENIENT, CREDIT TERMS • FREE PARKING